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The actual textbook is an excellent introduction to basic classes of algorithms. Most things were pretty clear,
and the chapter on NP-completeness ties everything together nicely when it discusses reductions.
Algorithms: Sanjoy Dasgupta Algorithms, Christos H
We are recommending best 10 data structure and algorithm books which help to learn the data structure and
algorithm fundamentals. We selected books based on our experience and explained the factors involved with
each book selection.
10 Best data structure and algorithm books - Careerdrill Blog
In graph theory and theoretical computer science, the longest path problem is the problem of finding a simple
path of maximum length in a given graph. A path is called simple if it does not have any repeated vertices;
the length of a path may either be measured by its number of edges, or (in weighted graphs) by the sum of
the weights of its edges.In contrast to the shortest path problem, which ...
Longest path problem - Wikipedia
Sorting algorithms/Quicksort You are encouraged to solve this task according to the task description, using
any language you may know.
Sorting algorithms/Quicksort - Rosetta Code
With its focus on creating efficient data structures and algorithms, this comprehensive text helps readers
understand how to select or design the tools that will best solve specific problems.
Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis in C++, Third
In computer science, binary search, also known as half-interval search, logarithmic search, or binary chop, is
a search algorithm that finds the position of a target value within a sorted array. Binary search compares the
target value to the middle element of the array. If they are not equal, the half in which the target cannot lie is
eliminated and the search continues on the remaining half ...
Binary search algorithm - Wikipedia
MOOCs â€“ or Massive Open Online Courses â€“ are picking up momentum in popularity â€“ at least in
terms of initial enrollment. Unlike regular college/ university courses, MOOCs can attract many thousands of
enrollees around the world.
The 50 Most Popular MOOCs of All Time - Online Course Report
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A licenciatura em InformÃ¡tica e GestÃ£o de Empresas tem a duraÃ§Ã£o de quatro anos, correspondentes
Ã obtenÃ§Ã£o 240 crÃ©ditos ECTS, repartidos entre 234 em unidades curriculares obrigatÃ³rias e 6 em
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optativas em CompetÃªncias Transversais.
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